CAMERAS & LENSES
1 Canon 7D with EF 24-70mm f/2.8L USM lens

Accessories:
Porta Brace Bag
32 GB San Disk CF card
16 GB Sand Disk CF card
(3) Batteries
Charger
Card Reader
(2) Canon 5Ds w/ EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM Autofocus Lenses

Accessories:
Porta Brace Bag
16 GB San Disk CF Card
8 GB San Disk CF Card
(3) Canon LP-E6 Batteries
Charger
Card Reader
(3) Tiffen Filters
(1) **Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8 L IS USM Lens**

*Lens Hood, Case, 77mm UV Filter*

(1) **Canon EF 24-70mm f/2.8 L USM Lens**

*Lens Hood, Case, 77mm UV Filter*

(1) **Canon EF 14mm f/2.8 L II USM Lens**

*Case*

(1) **Canon EF 50mm f/1.2 L USM Lens**

*Lens Hood, Case, 72mm UV Filter*

(1) **Canon EF 50mm f/1.4 L Lens**

*Case, 58mm UV Filter*
(1) Holga Lens for Canon DSLRs
(2) IMPACT DVP-WA50-58 PRO DIGITAL 0.5x WIDE ANGLE LENS converters
(10) PANASONIC AG-HMC150 HD AVCHD 24P CAMCORDERS

Accessories:
Porta Brace Bag
(1) 32GB SD Card
(2) Batteries
Charger
Card Reader
Headphones
Remote Control
(1) Kinoflex Super 8 Camera
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
(2) Canon BG-E6 Battery Grips
(2) Redrock Micro DSLR Shoulder Mounts

(2) Marshall Portable 7" Field Monitors

Accessories:
(1) Battery            (1) Monitor Hood
(1) Battery Charger   (1) HDMI-MINI Cable
Redrock Focus Gears

(1) 14mm gear
(1) 50mm L-Series gear
(2) 24-70mm gears
(1) 24-105mm gear
(1) 70-200mm gear
Petrol Rain Cover for Panasonic HMC 150s
(10) Slates
(1) Interval Recorder for Time Lapse Photography (Canon DSLRs)
(1) Dolgin Multi-Battery Charger for HMC 150
(1) Pearstone AA Rechargeable Battery Charger
(1) Matthews Doorway Dolly
TRIPODS
(10) MANFROTTO 055X (BLACK) TRIPODS
(10) MANFROTTO 503HDV PRO FLUID VIDEO HEADS
(1) Sachtler 0475 FSB-6 Carbon Fiber Tripod
(6) Libec TH-M20 Tripods
(2) Bescor TH-770 Tripods
LIGHTS & ACCESSORIES
(1) Arri Light Kit

(2) 150 Watt Tungsten Fresnel Lights w/ stands
(1) 300 Watt Tungsten Fresnel Light w/stand
(1) 650 Watt Tungsten Fresnel Light w/stand
(2) Lowel Pro - Light Focus Flood Light Kits

Each kit comes with:

(2) 250 Watt Tungsten Flood Lights, (2) Stands
(2) Lowel Rifa-Lite LC-55 Softbox Kits

Each kit comes with:

(1) 500 Watt Tungsten Softbox RIFA-LITE LC-55, (1) Stand
(1) Lowel Rifa-Lite LC-88 Softbox Kit

Kit comes with:
(1) 1000 Watt Tungsten Softbox RIFA-LITE LC-88, (1) Stand
(1) KINO-FLO DIVA-LT 401 2-LT/FLIGHT CASE KIT- 120v/REG

Kit comes with both TUNGSTEN & DAYLIGHT BULBS
(3) MATTHEWS C + STAND 40" w/ARM & 2.5" GRIP
(3) Sand Bags
(2) Creative Light Silver/White 95cm REFLECTORS
(1) Lee Master Location 12”x12” – 36 Gel Filter Pack
SOUND & ACCESSORIES
(4) Zoom H4n Handy Mobile 4-Track Recorders

Accessories:
(1) Pelican 1200 Hard Case
(1) 32 GB SD card
(4) AA Pearstone Rechargeable Batteries
Audio Kit #1: Azden SGM Super-Cardioid Shotgun Mic, Gitzo Boom Pole, Universal Shock Mount, XLR Cable, 2 Rechargeable Batteries, Pearstone Soft Case.

Audio Kit #2: Beyerdynamic MCE86 Shotgun Mic, Gitzo Boom Pole, Universal Shock Mount, XLR Cable, 2 Rechargeable Batteries, Pearstone Soft Case.

Audio Kit #3: Beyerdynamic MCE86 Shotgun Mic, Gitzo Boom Pole, Universal Shock Mount, XLR Cable, 2 Rechargeable Batteries, Pearstone Soft Case.

Audio Kit #4: Senheiser ME66 Shotgun Mic, Gitzo Boom Pole, Universal Shock Mount, XLR Cable, 2 Rechargeable Batteries, Pearstone Soft Case.

Audio Kit #5: Senheiser ME66 Shotgun Mic, Gitzo Boom Pole, Universal Shock Mount, XLR Cable, 2 Rechargeable Batteries, Pearstone Soft Case.
(7) Black Senheiser Headphones

(10) Silver Senheiser Headphones for Panasonic HMCs
(2) Senheiser Pistol Grips w/ Sound Blimps

(2) Hairy Wind Covers
(1) Senheiser (Wireless) EW100 G2 Kit w/ Lavalier Mic
(1) Audio Technica AT8537 Lavalier Mic

Accessories
Mic Clips
Extra Battery
Audio Technica Case
(1) **Studio Condenser Mic**: Rode NT2A Multi-Pattern
(1) K&M Boom Pole Microphone Stand
(1) BEHRINGER EURORACK MX 1604A 16-Channel Mic/Line Mixer